KOREAN - FRENCH REGULATIONIST WORKSHOP
The future of new growth regimes
CEPN- University Paris Nord
Friday 24th February 2006

With the visit of Professor Kim Hyung Kee, Kyungpook National University, head of the New Political Economy Study Group (NPES), close to the Regulation school, a workshop will be organized at:

Maison des Sciences de l’Homme Paris Nord
4 rue de la Croix Faron
Plaine Saint Denis, 93210 Saint Denis
Room C, 2nd floor

9h00-9h30 Arrival and welcome

9h30 -11h00 Pr Kim Hyung Kee “A theory of knowledge-led accumulation regime”
11h00- 11h15 Break
11h15- 12h45
Park Chung Yeal “The restructuring of the cheabols since 1997”
Dr Kim Young Yong “The effect of shareholder value in choosing work organisation: the case of Korean firms”
Pr Se-Eun Jeong “Investment and profit in a financial growth regime: the Korean case”
12h45- 14h00 Lunch
14h00 -16h00
Robert Boyer “What future for codetermination and corporate governance in Germany?”
Bruno Amable “Welfare State retrenchment: the partisan effect revisited”
16h00- 16h15 Break
16h15- 17h30
Benjamin Coriat “The settlement of an international regime of intellectual property rights: assessment and main issues”

Organisation: Benjamin Coriat, Jacques Mazier
Registration before 15th February 2006
Korean – French Regulationist Workshop “The future of new growth regimes”
Name: ______________________________ Institution: ______________________________
Will participate: Morning yes no Lunch yes no Afternoon yes no
Contact : Laurence Berthier Tel: 01 49 40 32 55 berthier@seg.univ-paris13.fr
CEPN-CNRS, Université Paris Nord, 99 av J. B. Clément 93430 Villetaneuse